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INTRODUCTION 
Separation and comparison theorems have attracted the attention of 
mathematicians for a long time. The first results of this kind go back to 
Sturm [l]. Additional results were obtained by Picone [2] and Bother [3,4]; 
an account of this theory is to be found in the book of Ince [S]. More recently, 
a vast literature on this subject has developed of which Swanson [6] and 
Barret [7] both contain an extensive list of references. 
The separation a d comparison theorems have been principal tools used 
to obtain oscillation results and upper and lower bounds on eigenvalues for 
Sturm-Liouville systems. Usually the bounds on the eigenvalues are 
determined in terms of the eigenvalues ofa related system, although explicit, 
analytic values of the eigenvalues orexplicit equations for the eigenvalues 
of the comparison systems are not necessarily known; see for example St. 
Mary [8] and Howard [9]. Some explicit bounds for eigenvalues have been 
obtained by Breuer and Gottlieb [lo]. In their paper, bounds are given for 
the first eigenvalue for a variety of homogeneous conditions. However, 
explicit analytic bounds for more than the first eigenvalue are given only 
under the condition that the eigenfunction va ish at the endpoints of the 
interval. 
In this paper, we consider the eigenvalue problem 
(PY’Y + @y - !dY = 0 
aY(4 - PI-W Y’M = 0 
TY@) - &wY’m = 0 
where OL, /3,~, C$ are real and arbitrary (however, 01~ + rB2 > 0, 72 + Ez > 0) 
and deduce upper and lower bounds on the eigenvalues h,, n = 1,2,...  
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The bounds are constructed by comparing the above problem with another 
eigenvalue problem. The bounds are then given in terms of the coefficients 
of the original equation, thecoefficients of thecomparison equation, a dthe 
eigenvalues of the comparison eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalues of the 
comparison problem are either known analytically s in Sections 2 or 3, or 
are solutions f aknown equation, as in Section 1.The comparison equation 
is more general than that used by Breuer and Gottlieb [IO]. Itis shown in 
Section 1 that when the boundary conditions areuch that he eigenfunctions 
vanish at the endpoints of the interval, as in[IO], the bounds obtained inthis 
paper can be an improvement over the bounds in [lo]. 
The manner in which the problem of bounding eigenvalues foreigenvalue 
problems involving the more general boundary conditions 
and 17YW - &@)Y’W = 0 
is handled differently in each section. I  Section 1,the boundary conditions 
of the comparison eigenvalue problem are the same as those of the given 
eigenvalue problem; the comparison differential equation isin its most 
general form. These bounds give “better” estimates han the bounds given 
in Sections 2 and 3; however, the bounds are given in terms of eigenvalues 
which may not be known analytically. That is, these igenvalues areknown 
only as solutions f aknown transcendental equation. 
In Section 2,the comparison differential equ tion isstill inits most general 
form; however, the boundary conditions for the comparison eigenvalue 
problem are restricted so that he eigenvalues which appear in the bounds 
are known analytically. The bounds given in this ection have the advantage 
over those in Section 1 since they are known explicitly. However, in general, 
the bounds of Section 2 are less harp than those of Section 1.
In Section 3,the boundary conditions f the given eigenvalue problem 
and the comparison eigenvalue problem are the same. The parameters of the 
comparison differential equation are chosen so that he eigenvalues, which 
appear in the upper and lower bounds, are known explicitly. The bounds in 
this ection are, in general, sharper than those of Section 2.
1 
In this ection, upper and lower bounds will be established on the eigen- 
values of the following Sturm-Liouville system, defined onthe real interval 
I = [a, 4, 
(PY’)’ + w - P)Y = a XEI (1) 
aYe4 - PPW YW = 0, (2) 
rlYv4 - &@)Y’(V = 0. 
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It is assumed that p and r are positive, q isreal, r and p are continuous, and
p is continuously differentiable n I. Further, itis assumed that LY, /3,~, f are 
all real and that 01s + fi2 > 0, 7)s + t2 > 0. The bounds will be established 
in terms of the eigenvalues of the Sturm-Liouville system 
UiP’)’ + P(P/f> = 02 XEI (3) 
,w(4 - /?ff(4 g(a) 44 = 0, (4) 
7744 - fff(b)g(b) w’(b) = 0, 
where f is a positive continuously differentiable function a d 
g = (Y IaZ WfW) + s)2? 
with y and S being real parameters chosen so that g > 0 for all xE I. We 
have the following theorems: 
THEOREM 1. Let A, denote the nth eigenvalue of(1) and (2) and p,, denote 
the nth eigenvalue of (3) and (4). FUY th er, suppose that f, y, 6 are chosen so that 
0 < p < fg throughout I.Then 
THEOREM 2. Let A, , CL,, denote the nth eigenvahes of(1) and (2) and (3) 
and (4), respectively. Further, suppose that f, y, 6 are chosen so that 0 < fg < p 
throughout I.Then, 
The proofs ofboth theorems are very similar. Hence, the proof of Theorem 
1 will be presented in full while that of Theorem 2will be sketched. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose, contrary to
what we wish to prove, that 
This implies that, for all xE I 
g(x) 4(x) ~ - 
An > AI r(x) f (x) + Y(X) 
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or that, for all xE I, 
Let yn and w, be the eigenfunctions corresponding to h, and CL,, . As is well 
known, see for example [I 11, both yn and w, have exactly n- 1 zeros in 
a < x < b. Suppose that a, ,..., a,, with a < a, < ... < a,-, < b are 
the real numbers in a < x < b where wu, is zero. We will achieve acontra- 
diction by showing that yn has at least one zero in each of the n intervals 
a < x < a, , ai < x < aif , i = l,..., n - 2, and a,-, < x < b. Since 
0 < p < fg and it is assumed that h,r - q > pn(g/f) on I, the Sturm 
comparison theorem [5] yields that yn has a zero in each of the n - 2 intervals 
ai < x < ai+l , i = l,..., 72 - 2. That yn has a zero in a < x < a,, 
a,-, < x < b is proved in a manner similar tothat of the Sturm comparison 
theorem and also by contradiction. F r if we suppose, contrary to what we 
want to prove, that yn # 0 in a < x < a, , then in this ame interval we
may write the Picone identity [2, 51. 
1 2 [fgw?a’m - PYnhLI 1’ 
= (fg -P>@4z’)2 + [XJ - 4) - y] %a2 + + [wn’yn - Y,‘%12. 
All three terms on the right of the identity are nonnegative for a < x < a, , 
while the term [(h,r - q) - (prig/j)] wn2is positive ina < x < a, . This 
implies that he derivative of the bracketed term {(w,Jy,J[fg w,‘y, - py,’ w,]} 
is positive throughout a < x < a, while it is easily shown that 
hl+ { } = 0, l&y-{ } = 0. 
This contradiction yields that yn has a zero in a < x < a, ; the proof that 
yn has a zero in a,-, < x < b is similar. Hence, under the assumption that 
it has been shown that yn has at least n zeros in a < x < b. This contra- 
diction proves the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of 
Theorem 1. We assume, contrary to what we want to prove, that 
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The Sturm comparison theorem, together with the Picone identity 
I e [PYn’% - gfwn’ ml1’ 
= (P - gf)(Y,‘Y + [y - (h&r - a)] yn2 + f$ [yn’wn - w,‘y,]2, 
(valid for w, # 0), are then employed to show that w, has at least n zeros 
in a < x < b. This achieves the desired contradiction. 
The main advantage in choosing the differential equation (3) as a 
comparison equation isthat an equation for the eigenvalues maybe deter- 
mined explicitly. Thisis determined by noting that wo linearly independent 
solutions f (3) are 
and 
(sin [Wajaz -$GY” [Yjas 4+S]) 
Hence, the eigenfunctions havethe form 
and the eigenvalues aredetermined bythe equation 
0 = sin [Wy jab --$-]/(~)i~~ 1 [i +h] [T/[Y jab f +S] +5y] 
+/4+ J:++q/ 
+ ax [WY' jab +IIf@ [T/[Y jab 4 +s] +5y] 
- t [; +t%] [Yjab 4 +81). 
The introduction of the function g in the comparison equation (as opposed 
to assuming y = 0, S = 1) has the advantage that it may be possible to
obtain sharper stimates forthe eigenvalues by varying the parameters y and 
S as well as the function f.For the specific boundary conditions, with 
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/3 = 6 = 0, and with the parameters y and 8 chosen to be y = 0, 6 = 1, 
the above comparison theorems were obtained in [lo]. We shall show that 
for these specific boundary conditions the estimates for the eigenvalues X,
can be improved. 
It was noted in [lo] that it was not possible to solve analytically forthe 
optimal functionfin the case where y = 0, 6 = 1, p = 6 = 0. This appears 
to be also true when the comparison equation is more general, allowing 
y # 0, 8 # 1, and for more general boundary conditions. Accordingly, to
make the comparison of bounds obtained by the theorems of this ection to 
those obtained in [lo] for y = 0, 6 = 1, we shall compare for a specific 
equation one upper and one lower bound, with y = 1, 8 = 1, to the specific 
three upper and three lower bounds discussed in[lo, p. 4701. 
The eigenvalue problem to be considered is
(PY’)’ + (hr - 4)Y = 0 
Y(4 = Y(b) = 0 
with a = 0, b = 1, p = Q(t + 1)3, r = (t + 1)5, and 4 left arbitrary. 
It should be observed that he eigenvalues for the comparison equation 
are 
(fgw’)’ + pgw =0
f 
w(0) = w(1) = 0 
pn = n%/[p$2, n = 1,2,... 
independent of the choice of y and 6 (subject, ofcourse, to the restriction 
that g > 0 in 0 < x < 1). In the first case considered below we apply the 
theorems of this ection with y = 1, 6 = 1. 
Case 1. If we choose f = 1/(2t + 2), y = 1, 6 = 1, then g = (t + 1)4 
and fg = $(t + 1)3 = p. Further, si (&/f(s)) = 3. Hence, this choice of 
f, y, 6 can be used to obtain both an upper and lower bound for h, , using 
the theorems of this ection. That is, we obtain 
pn min X- +min:<X,<p, 
[ O<s<l Yf 1 [ maxJ-- +maxF 0=&a rf 1 
or more specifically, 
narrs2 1727rs2 4 
32 
+minQ<&<- + max- 
r 32 r 
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In the following three cases we assume that y = 0, 6 = 1 as in the 
theorems stated in[IO]. 
Case 2. Suppose we let f zz p = -$(t + l)s. Then si (&/j(x)) = 3/4 
and upper and lower estimates are given in this ection for y = 0, 6 = 1, 
or in [lo] by 
or more specifically by 
Case 3. Suppose we let f= maxoGzGlp = 4 to obtain a upper bound 
for A,, and f = minoGzS,p = l/2 to obtain a lower bound for A, . In these 
cases the upper and lower bounds become 
Case 4. Suppose we let k = maxoGr(r p and c = min,<,G,pr. Then 
to obtain an upper bound for A, , let f= k/r and to obtain a lower bound 
for A, , let f= C/Y. In these cases the upper and lower bounds for A, are 
n2r22 . 32 n2rr22g32 Q 
(26 - 1)” +,Fp<,q <A, < . 1 (26 - 1)2 + 0~~25 r . . 
For comparison with Case 1, we observe that 
(23 - I”,,:: + 1)” 
2Q32 
(26 - 1)” .
Clearly, all of the estimates in Cases 2-4 are weaker than those of Case 1. 
In this ection additional bounds for the eigenvalues of (l)-(2) will be 
obtained. These bounds are less harp than those of Section 1 but have the 
advantage that hey can be written down explicitly. 
THEOREM 3. (Upper bound for A,). Let f and g be defined asin Section 1. 
Further, suppose that f, y, 8 are chosen so that 0 < p < fg in a < x < b. 
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THEOREM 4. (Lower bound for A,). Let A, denote the nth eigenvalue for 
(1) and (2). FUY th er suppose that the boundary conditions (2)are restricted o 
either [ = 0 OY p = 0 or both 5 = /I = 0. Let f andg be defined asin Section 1; 
and suppose that f, y, 6 are chosen so that 0 < fg < p in a < x ,< b. Then, 
for n 3 2 
THEOREM 5. (Lower bound for A,). Let A, denote the nth eigenvalue for 
(1) and (2) where the boundary conditions (2)are restricted o & # 0, /3 # 0. 
Let f and g be defined asin Section 1;and suppose that f, y, 6 are chosen so that 
O<fg<pina<x<b. Then,forn>3, 
(n - 2)2 7f2 [a2sb&l/[jab+12 + L&f G 4%. 
Proofs of Theorems 3-5. Let 
V 11 = n2rf2/[jbu$]” 
be the nth eigenvalue andW,, the corresponding nth eigenfunction for 
(fgw’)’ + v$w = 0, 
W(a) = W(b) = 0. 
Again let p,, and 20, be the nth eigenvalue andcorresponding eigenfunction, 
respectively, of (3)and (4). Using the Picone identities 
I 2 Lfiwn’% - w,‘w,)l~’ = (pTl - %)gr w,2 + 3 [Wn’Wn - Wnw,l]2 
and 
I 2 rfg(wn'wQ - w.WJl~ = (Pa - 4$ %a2 + g2 [Wa’wn - WPn’12 
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with 4 = n - 1, n - 2, and proofs similar tothose of Theorems 1and 2, it 
may be shown that (i) p., < V, , (ii) if /3 = 0 or 5 = 0, then Y,-~ < I-L,, for
71 >, 2, and (iii) fb # 0, .$ # 0, then v,-e < pn for n > 3. Theorems 3-5 
then follow from Theorems 1and 2. 
3 
In this ection we will obtain additional bounds on the eigenvalues for
(1) and (2). These bounds have the advantage over those of Section 1 since 
they may be written down explicitly and are “better” than the bounds of 
Section 2 when the same choices ofg and f are used in the bounding terms. 
The idea used here is to consider the comparison eigenvalue problem 
(3) and (4) and to determine a relationship between y and 6 so that he 
eigenvalues for(3) and (4) are known explicitly. Explicit values for the 
eigenvalues p,,of (3) and (4) may be determined (see Section 1)if either 
,[;+isY][ti/[Yjab++q fY] fPnPS5[Yjab$IS]J =o, 
or 
subject tothe condition that g > 0 in a < x < b. Hence the relationship 
between y and 6 is determined by one of the above equations, andthe 
resultant explicit values for pn are substituted into the bounds of Theorems 1
and 2 to obtain the “new” bounds of this ection. 
We must consider several cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that /3 # 0, t # 0 and that we do not have CY//~ >, 0 > 
v/f or a//3 > 0 = 7. In this case we can always find arelationship between 
y and S such that g > 0 in a < x < b and the coefficient of cos[(p)r/a Jz dslf] 
is zero. In this case, the eigenvalues are
tL1 = - [; + /!3y]z/p P; pn = (n - 1)2 ra/[j” $12; n = 2, 3,..., 
and the relationship between 6and y is either o both of the relationships 
Sk2 = [Y jab q-1 
x ![2;+y2 jab+] & [yqjab~)2+4;~]1'2~/2[-y2jab+;+~], 
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or that y = 0 while 8may be any real nonzero number. (6, and 6, are deter- 
mined by using the plus and negative sign in front of the radical, respectively.) 
We have omitted the calculations and will continue todo so since they are 
lengthy and straightforward. The following chart gives the admissible 
choices of8, or 6, , i.e., inorder that g > 0 in a < x < b, for anges of the 
parameters 01, p, 7, 5, and y: 
0 < z < % 6, admissible wh n y2 > 0 and 
b ds 
ya la f # : - i 
0 < y < 2 
f‘P 
6, admissible wh n y2 > 0. 
y < y < 0 
5’B 
62 admissible wh n y2 > 0 
(11 < 12 < 0 6, admissible wh n y2 > 0 and y2 s 5: 
O1 < 0 < 12 < - 2 ts s s 6, is admissible wh n 
3-i 
6, is admissible wh n y2 
and 6, are admissible wh n y2 
:<o<-E<? 8, 
B B 5 
and 6, are admissible wh n 
The choice of y = 0 and 6 any real nonzero number may be made when 
ff/P = 45. 
Case 2. Suppose that /3 = 0, E # 0. In this case, wecanfind a relationship 
between y and 6 so that he coefficient of 
sin [(p)l/” s,$]/((~)ii~ 
in the equation for the eigenvalues CL,, iszero. If r] = 0, choose y = 0 and S 
any real nonzero number. If 7/t > 0, then choose ya > 0; for q/E < 0, 
choose --7/t > y2 SE ds/f > 0; then 6 and y are related by
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The eigenvalues in this case, that is, the case p = 0, 5 # 0, are given by 
pLn = (2n - 1)s 7rs/2a [jab F12. 
Case 3. Suppose that ,9 # 0, [ = 0. In the equation which determines 
the values of the eigenvalues, n ither the coefficient of CL-‘/~ sin[(p)l/z sz &if] 
nor the coefficient of cos[(~)‘/~ si ds/‘] can be made equal to zero. In this 
case, the function g in the comparison eigenvalue problem ay be replaced 
by g* = [Y .f”t V-v!0 + 812- This reverses the roles of a and b and our 
problem is solvable as in Case 2. 
Case 4. Suppose that /3 # 0, 6 # 0 and that a//3 > 0 > 716. In this 
case, it is not possible to set either the coefficient of p-l/2 sin[(p)l12 s: ds/f] 
or the coefficient of cos[(~)~I~ si &/‘I, in the equation todetermine the 
eigenvalues pn,equal to zero. One can obtain “new” estimates for the 
eigenvalues by choosing y and 6 so that 
This can be done, as in case 2, when 0 < y2 J’z ds/f < -T/.$. The equation 
for finding CL,, isthus reduced to finding the values of TV for which 
cot [(p)l:2 jab $1=(p)l/2 62 [; +y 81-l. 
By observing where the cot[(p)l12 SE ds/f] is positive, z ro, negative, and 
infinite, Theorem 8 (given below) can be obtained. 
Case 5. Suppose that /? # 0, 5 # 0 and that cz//3 > 0 = T. As in Case 3, 
this is best reated byreplacing g by g* and reversing theroles of a and 6. 
New estimates maythen be obtained, as in Case 4. 
Using the relationships between 8 and y, found above, we may rewrite 
Theorems 1and 2 of Section 1,requiring therelationships between 6 and y, 
given above, to obtain the following explicit bounds for h, . 
THEOREM 6. Let A, denote the nth eigenvalue of (1) and (2). Suppose that 
/3 # 0, f # 0 and that we do not have (Y/P 3 0 > 7/f or a/p > 0 = 7. 
Choose the appropriate relationship between 6 and y, as given in Case 1. If we 
choose f, y, and 6 so that 0 < p < fg on a < x < b, then 
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while 
A, < (n - I)2 n-2 
[ n 2 2* 
Ifwechoosef,y,and6sothatO<fg<pona<x<b,then 
while 
THEOREM 7. Let A, denote the nth ezgenvalue of(I) and (2). Suppose that 
jl = 0, .$ # 0. Choose the appropriate relationship between y and 6 as given in 
Case 2. If we choose f, y, and 6 so that 0 < p < fg on a < x < b, then 
If we choose f, y, and 6 so that 0 < fg < p on a < x < b, then 
THEOREM 8. Let A, denote the nth e&nvalue of (1) and (2). Suppose that 
/I # 0, 5 # 0 and that a//3 > 0 > T/E. Choose the relationship between y
and 6 as given in Case 4. If we choose f, y, 6 so that 0 < p < fg on a < x < b, 
then 
Ifwechoosef,y,6sothatO<fg<pona<x<b,then 
We have omitted writing down explicitly hetheorems for Case 3 and Case 5. 
These theorems would be similar to Theorems 7 and 8, respectively, with g 
replaced by g* and the roles of Q and /3 interchanged with those of 7 and 6. 
The bounds given in Theorems 6, 7, and 8 clearly represent an 
improvement over those of Theorems 3, 4, and 5 for a given f and when y 
and 6 are chosen as required in this ection. 
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